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Edit Share 什么话题 ⽆论还往往话题同许衍 将些话题细分些话题细分 分进讨论有收获。 Abyssist is D&amp;D 5E's foray into the relentless jaws of underdark. But there are more mistakes than usual, even by down-blind standards. Demon lords are unleashed in the darkness, and their madness is
creeping constantly outwards in silence deep. It appeared at the beginning of the 5E run, when they were still exploring what it meant to make an adventure path to the system. Is it going to hold? Grab your torch and try to hold onto your peace of mind as we go through everything you need to know. 
What's in the book? Out of Abyss is 256 pages thick, almost all that length dedicated to the adventure path itself, which is a monumental 1st level 15th level campaign. It also includes a few alternate class features, and some magic items to detect underdark with slew of monster stat blocks. All said book
contains: 2 Optional background features. 6 New Magic Themes. 33 New Monsters/NPC Lore and Stat Blocks. Fury Demons adventure path, passing 1st to level 15. 2 Optional Background Functions Instead of making new backgrounds specifically for the underdark device, they created these optional
background features that can slot into any existing backgrounds in exchange for the background of the original feature. These are especially useful for surviving underdark at an early level, and I think making these features, rather than the full background, was a smart move. Your ranger can keep your
alienating taste, right now with a little underdark sprinkled on it. 6 New Magic Items These are all items that can be exposed along a player's journey through underdark. Some of them are pretty fun, we have a wand with a sticky ooze, a sentient sword, and spell gems, which I was very lost in. 33 New
Monsters/NPC Out Of Abyss has a lot of sandbox adventuring, which means they had to create a lot of stat blocks no matter what you come into contact with. Demon Lords itself is represented here, along with many variations and NPC stats in various underdark races. I love a lot of these creatures, but I
really wish that more of them were related to works of art. Demon lords received their art treatment, but many other underdark denizens go un artistic. Rage Demons Adventure Path Rage Demons (it still annoys me they use a different title adventure book title) begins with a time tested by D &amp;amp; D
tradition of starting all computers captured. It's all enslaved by cumulation, and your inappropriate band is made up of the common purpose of escape. Computers are connected to a diverse team of NPC, which were similarly enslaved, and the whole thing basically like a prison break movie. Breakout and
its surrounding mishaps take computers 1-2. No matter where they go, the sinking slave owners are never far behind, and computers have to collect food, water, weapons and exits, all the time relentlessly pursued. Levels 3-8 are very freeform because computers are tugged in many directions by different
NPC, and there are really no right or wrong answers.  During these adventures, computers will slowly learn that underdark is even more dangerous than usual. Even relatively stable denizens of the underdark seem to be plagued by the creeping frenzy that pervades the settlements they visit. Finally, the
known that the 8 demon lords of the abyss have somehow been released and are now carving out chunks of underdark to form their new abyssal domains. Eventually, the computers escape from the underdark, but pulled back into the rumors of this demonic invasion have reached the surface and, as
brave shadowy survivors, the computers are accused of commanding armed forces into the depths to understand how these demons have arrived and hopefully how to send them back.  This second-half adventure runs level 9-15, which at first feels more like a victory lap back to battalion tow, but when
the final involves squaring off against the demon lord, they need all the help they can get. All told, it's a great adventure, it strikes a great balance between combat, exploration and role-playing. It provides a comprehensive place for the device as well, so it also acts as a great device for the book
underdark. However, this is not a couple of glaring issues that need to be resolved.  Experienced DM Required This book goes to absolutely stretch the DM concentration and push them to its limits as a dungeon master. In the first session, DM is expected to track 10 fellow slaves, all of them with their
motivations and personalities, as well as 3 feuding drowning captors and all their underlings. I applaud them for making interesting characters, it offers great role-playing opportunities, but a guy who has a lot to handle as a dm. These characters don't disperse when you escape either, they're your buddies
(and often secretly your enemies) so you have to deal with both role-playing and combat until they're killed or they end up in their tracks. It doesn't let up either, there are many ways to pick up more party characters throughout the adventure. Some of these are amazing and interesting characters (watching
you with a sentient gelatin cube), but it constantly represents the strain of you dm.  Unfortunately, the adventure just keeps obligations. Like DM, you're also going to be tasked with drowning a slaver in the distance of the party when they travel, every computer level of madness like a demon to influence
the worms on their way to them, as well as their dwindling supplies of water, food and torches. I personally feel that this adventure may be a blast, but man, I would never give this book a new DM. If you're fresh from the game and looking for an adventure path, do yourself a favor and start something
easier to manage. Survival game.    It's less criticism and more caution. Blatantly, underdark is not an easy device to survive, especially in a low-level nature. Most forays into underdark occur in tier 2 or tier 3, but this adventure throws computers virtually easily clothes backs into the underdark right from
the start of level 1. It's not poorly balanced accurately, but it's framed as a game of survival. You're not bravely delving into the underdark for treasure and glory, you're terrified of the witty dark and desperately trying to live long enough to see the sun again. The first half of this game is going to see some
beloved NPC or even computers drag away in the dark, and a lot of early gameplay is just going to be about acquiring basic equipment and getting enough food and water. This style of gameplay is not bad and surviving against long odds can be a great experience, but it's not quite like a normal dungeon-
delving adventure.   What's good in the book?  With great and memorable characters, terrifying monsters, surfing oiled spiderwebs in underground caves, Out of Abyss is the earliest 5E adventure path I can honestly call FUN. The book details out enough places and meetings that you can easily do with
your underdark campaigns with it, and I'll really find it a great space to play with. It reaches the sandbox without losing attention, and players will find a new adventure no matter what dark tunnel they venture into.   What's wrong with the book?   While it presents many useful concepts and setup, it
depends largely on the experienced DM getting nowhere. DM's are under constant strain in the mind of dozens of NPC who often work for cross purposes, and you can expect DM to spend a lot of time checking and re-checking notes and hidden agendas as the inner machines of adventure throws in the
spring. It's not easier for players either, who are given something just when they try to survive in an environment that is literally out of their depth. Beware of DM melting and TPKs.  The findings I like to think of Out of Abyss as a top-of-the-line graphics-intensive PC game. This is a great game that plays
amazingly when you can run successfully, but you need an expensive high-end game rig to run the damn thing. If you have a relatively DM, or your players are relatively new, I'll run through a few more adventures before trying it. Newer DMs are likely to get stalled out of trying to track everything, while
new players are likely to die in the first half of the book as they struggle with survival elements. Get some other adventures under your belt, and maybe come back with it later. If you are experienced DM veteran players, I think you can get along and intensely rewarding the adventure here. It mixes great
roleplaying encounters and grimdark survival/exploration with an almost Lovecraftian element of compelling madness. If such gameplay is what you're looking for, you have more years worth of adventures ahead of you. Final score: 7.5 out of 10  get the book here click below to watch OUT OF ABYSS
VIDEO REVIEW! -- Enjoy this guide? You can also like: Need a New Dice Set? Look at our DNA Dice here. They are perfect for any player as a gift or just treating themselves! Think about the other classes? Check out our giant list of D&amp;D 5e Tools and Tips here. New Find D&amp;Amp;D Group?
See our guide D&amp;D to find a group. Last updated: 27.01.2019 www.SkullSplitterDice.com on the Website (Service) is intended for general information only. Blueshift Nine, LLC does not accept any liability for errors or omissions in the content of the service. Blueshift Nine, LLC shall under no
circumstances be liable for any special, direct, indirect, indirect or incidental damage or damage arising from the use of the Service or the content of the Service, whether contract, negligence or other non-contractual damage. Blueshift Nine, LLC reserves the right to make additions, deletions or changes to
the content of the Service at any time without notice. Blueshift Nine, LLC does not guarantee that the Service is free from viruses or other harmful components. Affiliate Disclaimer This affiliate disclosure details the affiliate's relationship with Blueshift Nine, LLC, other companies and products. Some links
have affiliate links, a link to a special tracking code. This means that when you click on the affiliate link and buy the item, we get an affiliate commission. The price of an object is the same, whether or not it is an affiliate link. Regardless, we recommend only products or services we believe will add value to
our readers. By using affiliate links, you can help support the Service, and we really appreciate your support. Affiliate advertising programs that the Service uses are: Amazon Services LLC Associates Program As Amazon Associate, I earn qualifying purchases. Blueshift Nine, LLC is a participant in the
Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide resources to sites advertising fees by linking them to Amazon.com or endless.com, MYHABIT.com, SmallParts.com, or AmazonWireless.com. The pages of this service may contain affiliate links to Amazon
and its affiliate sites, where the owner of this service, Blueshift Nine, LLC, makes a referral commission. Commission.
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